On Account of BC3 THOROUGHBREDS, Melbourne

LOT 259 (WITH 10% GST) ONCE UPON A TIME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chestnut filly</th>
<th>(Branded Br nr sh.</th>
<th>6 off sh.)</th>
<th>Foaled 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**SIRE**
- SHAFT
  - Flying Spur
  - Traceable
- CHEUNGABELLA
  - Zoffany

**DAM**
- SHAFT (AUS) (Bay 2004-Stud 2008), Winner at 2, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr.2. Sire of SW Magic Shaft (Matamata RC Slipper S., L) and of Boom Baby Boom, Deakes - The Situation (Sing.), Big Rocket, Propshaft, Detonate, Laurie’s Love, Short Shafted, Such Hope, Calin Brea, Diaphysis, Elevator, Just Milly, Kaboombie Boy, Nice Guy Eddie, Slam Master and of the placegetters Our True Matriarch, Schiehallion, Stiff Thunder, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

**1st Dam**
- CHEUNGABELLA, by Zoffany (USA). Winner at 1000m. Half-sister to ENGLISH WONDER (dam of DR GRACE, ASIA), Calvinia (dam of CALVEEN, KOSI BAY, STRIKER). Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:- La Bellarina (f by Spinning World (USA)) Winner at 1400m, STC Chemsave H. Bells are Rocking (f by Easy Rocking) 3 wins 1000 to 1200m. All Fall Down (f by Bradbury’s Luck) 2 wins at 1000m, 4th BRC Calaway Gal S., L. Artebella (f by Peintre Celebre (USA)) Winner at 1280m. Fantastic Bella (f by Fantastic Light (USA)) Winner at 1000m. Prism Lass (f by Spectrum (Ire)) Unplaced. Dam of 3 winners:
  - Cristallo (f by Testa Rossa) Winner at 1200m, $136,242, MVRC TEAC Premium H., 2d MVRC William Crockett S., L, MRC Rokk Ebony Cup. We Own an Angel. 2 wins at 1021m in 2012-13, 2d MRC Land Engineering H.
  - Living Fine. 2 wins at 1600, 1644m, SAJC Frequent Flyer H. Grandam of:
    - WHITEFRIARS (g Arena) 6 wins 1400 to 2200m, $619,215, VRC Seppelt Salinger S., Gr 2, MVRC Australia S., Gr 2.
    - RINGMEISTER (g Arena) 7 wins 1400 to 2200m, $260,500, to 2012-13, Northam Cup, L, 2d Northam Cup, L.

**2nd Dam**
- KARROO (GB), by Blakeney. Placed at 3 in Ireland. Half-sister to Derring Moss, Desert Ash (dam of ELENA LA PAZ, TXANTXANGORRI). Dam of 14 named foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

**ENGLISH WONDER** (f by Twig Moss (Fr)) 10 wins 1500 to 2500m, $104,280, South Australian Derby, Gr 1, STC Storm Queen S., Gr 2. Dam of:
- DR GRACE (c Sir Tristram (Ire)) 12 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $2,759,803, AJC Derby, Gr 1, STC BMW S., Gr 1, AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr 1, VATC Underwood S., Gr 1, 3d Victoria Derby, Gr 1. Sire.
- ASIA (f by Danehill (USA)) Winner at 2500m, $342,260, South Australian Oaks, Gr 1, 2d STC Canterbury Cup, Gr 3, 3d Aiel Australian Oaks, Gr 1. Living Fins. 2 wins at 1600, 1644m, SAJC Frequent Flyer H. Grandam of:

**RACE RECORD**
- Unraced.